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---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
STUDY ADVICE for EOSC 112: 
 
Your primary study guide should be the LEARNING GOALS, which are listed on a slide toward the 
beginning of each class. We write the exams to assess these goals. These should focus your studying.  
 
What to do: 
1. Check out each learning goal. Try to "do", in your own words, what that learning goal asks. For example, the 

first goal in Radiation Balance is:  
 
"COMPARE infrared, ultraviolet, and visible electromagnetic radiation in terms of energy per photon, 

frequency, and wavelength"  
 
So this requires you to be fluent in some of the characteristics of electromagnetic radiation and how those 
characteristics change along the spectrum. We do a few clicker questions in class that target this goal. See if you 
can match up the clicker questions to the goal. See if you can match up any review questions to this goal. See if 
you can match up any quiz questions to this goal. What are these questions asking you to do? Then, imagine 
ALTERNATIVE questions, variations that could be asked, or different questions that target the same goal. 
What are the answers to your own alternative questions? You'll likely need to consult the notes in order to 
answer some of these questions. This TARGETED consultation of the notes is far more productive than 
simply re-reading the notes from start to finish.  
 
2. For every practice multiple choice question (either a clicker question, or a review question, or a question on a 

quiz), try to explain not only why the correct answer is correct, but also why all the other answers are 
incorrect. If you do this, you'll be prepared to answer many more alternative questions than just the one 
available for practice.  

 
3. Also, students who re-write their own notes in their own words and practice explaining concepts to others 

learn more and do better on exams. Students who re-read and merely highlight passages, or, only re-read 
their own highlighted passages, do not do as well. There's important brain activity that comes with 
attempting to produce or create one's own explanations, in the context of what's already in your brain. If 
you find you are bored, or your mind is wandering, or that studying seems too easy, what you're doing is 
probably a waste of your time!  

 
4. Students who get a good night's sleep the night before an exam do better than students who stay up to 

"study". Make yourself go to sleep at a decent hour!  
 
The "Notes" slides contain examinable information, unless noted as "optional". But again, don't study them just 
to study them. Study them in the context of the learning goals!  
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